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Characteristics - Ladder

Ÿ The only metallic parts are the homologated A-4 quality and stainless screws.
Ÿ Ladders can be manufactured following customer´s dimensions needs.
Ÿ Very robust and comfortable ladders. 400mm. step, and safety rings with 750mm. 

diameter.
Characteristics - Safety Cage

Ÿ Manufactured with hand finished rings with 750mm. diameter, 65mm. width and 10mm. 
thickness.

Ÿ Perfect concrete fixing thanks to its polyamide piece in both sides of the ring.
Ÿ Concrete fixing is made by using certified A-4 screws with stainless washers.
Ÿ Thanks to the fiber glass, which is currently taking over the stainless Steel, we get the 

following advantages: stainless, not electricity conductor, UV resistant, light weight, 
easily adaptable and low installation cost.

Ÿ Client must provide us with the measures of the protection needed place (always in 
500mm. multiples) so we can pre-drill the product. By doing this, the protection comes 
completely finished (including all the needed screws and pieces, achieving an easier 
transport and installation).

Ÿ The product is sent disassembled, you just have to put together the rings with the union 
plates, after doing that the product is ready to be fixed to the wall.

Ÿ Every ring comes with 5 screws in order to put the plates together, 4 in each ring with the 
polyamide piece and 4 concrete screws.

Ÿ The ladder can be upgraded by adding an anti-vandalism access, made of stainless steel 
with a rubber seal. You can block the access using a bar and a lock.

Ÿ This system overpass the CTE and INSHT requirements.
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Standard Measures

Optional Anti-access Trap

DETAIL B

DETAIL A

DETAIL C DETAIL D

Platens of 65x6,5
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